TOP SECRET AMERICA
A Washington Post Investigation

The Top Secret Network of Government and its Contractors
Explore the relationships between government organizations and the types of work being done in Top Secret America. Need help?

Companies working on top-secret weapons technology:
297 of 1,931 companies

44 large companies
54 medium companies
199 small companies

The Top Secret Work
Weapons technology
Research, development, testing, evaluation, production and maintenance of weapons and non-communications or intelligence-related hardware.

Ranks 9 of 23 for number of companies:

Latest News
LATEST FROM AROUND THE WEB
The Washington Post Reveals 'Top Secret America' (The Atlantic Wire)
Search Through Top Secret America's Network of Private Spooks Wired
Manic Monday Expected in Washington: How Many Mil Contractors Are There? (The Seminal)

Conversation
Follow us on Twitter! @PostTSA
Use hashtag #topsecretamerica

Become a fan of Top Secret America on Facebook:
TopSecretAmerica

Editors' Note
"Top Secret America" is a project nearly two years in the making that describes the huge national security buildup in the United States after the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks. | Read More »

About This Project
More than a dozen Washington Post journalists spent two years developing Top Secret America. | See the details »
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A hidden world, growing beyond control

REFERENCE
Top Secret America on Frontline
Methodology and credits

A note on this project

Frontline video

The Washington Post's press release

A short video from PBS's FRONTLINE on The Post's two-year investigation. An hour-long documentary film will run in October. Watch the trailer.

THE REPORTERS

Dana Priest

Investigative reporter Dana Priest has been The Washington Post's intelligence, Pentagon and health-care reporter. She has won numerous awards, including the 2008 Pulitzer Prize for public service for "The Other Walter Reed" and the 2006 Pulitzer for beat reporting for her work on CIA secret prisons and counterterrorism operations overseas. She is author of the 2003 book, "The Mission: Waging War and Keeping Peace With America's Military," (W.W. Norton).

William M. Arkin

William M. Arkin has been a columnist and reporter with The Washington Post and washingtonpost.com since 1998. He has worked on the subject of government secrecy and national security affairs for more than 30 years. He has authored or co-authored more than a dozen books about the U.S. military and national security.
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Phone: 202-334-9300
E-mail: topsecretamerica@washpost.com
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